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Welcome to FMI
Dear Conference Participant:
On behalf of the Finnish Meteorological Institute, I would like to warmly
welcome You to the 1st International HEPPA Workshop focussing on
high-energy particle precipitation in the atmosphere.
The FMI as a national weather forecasting institute has signiﬁcant expertise
in weather, climate and related atmospheric phenomena. However, all
along its history dating back to 170 years, the Institute’s research interests
have been considerably wider, including air quality, ionospheric and space
physics, and magnetic phenomena. This has led to the formation of a large
(about 250 staﬀ) research division, whose research eﬀorts range from basic
scientiﬁc research to applied sciences and service development.
As we learn more and more of the atmospheric physics and chemistry, the
correct boundary conditions become increasingly critical. The HEPPA
conference focusses on the upper boundary of the system: the eﬀects of the
space plasma environment on the electrically neutral atmosphere. Recent
results have shown that the space-borne eﬀects can have quite substantial
eﬀects on the middle atmospheric chemistry, and that these changes can be
transported also to the lower layers, where they can signiﬁcantly alter the
atmosphere’s chemical balance. In view of the signiﬁcant challenges related
to issues pertaining to climate change, it is important that we know also the
natural drivers of the atmospheric variability.
I wish you a successful conference and an enjoyable time in Finland!
Tuija Pulkkinen
Prof, head of Earth Observation
Finnish Meteorological Institute
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An Overview of the Impact of Energetic Particle Precipitation on 
the Mesosphere and Stratosphere 
Charles H. Jackman 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 613.3, Greenbelt Road, Greenbelt, MD  20771, U.S.A. 
Energetic precipitating particles (EPPs) can cause significant constituent changes in the polar 
mesosphere and stratosphere (middle atmosphere) during certain periods.  Both protons and 
electrons can influence the polar middle atmosphere through ionization and dissociation processes.  
EPPs can enhance HOx (H, OH, HO2) through the formation of positive ions followed by complex 
ion chemistry and NOx (N, NO, NO2) through the dissociation of molecular nitrogen.   
The HOx increases can lead to ozone destruction in the mesosphere and upper stratosphere via 
several catalytic loss cycles.  Such middle atmospheric HOx-caused ozone loss is rather short-lived 
due to the relatively short lifetime (hours) of the HOx constituents.  The HOx-caused ozone 
depletion has been observed during several solar proton events (SPEs) in the past 40 years.  HOx
enhancements due to SPEs were confirmed by observations in the past solar cycle.  A number of 
modeling studies have been undertaken over this time period that show predictions of enhanced 
HOx accompanied by decreased ozone due to energetic particles.   
The NOx family has a longer lifetime than the HOx family and can also lead to catalytic ozone 
destruction.  EPP-caused enhancements of the NOx family can affect ozone promptly, if produced 
in the stratosphere, or subsequently, if produced in the lower thermosphere or mesosphere and 
transported to the stratosphere.  NOx enhancements due to auroral electrons, medium and high 
energy electrons, relativistic electron precipitation (REP) events, and SPEs have been measured 
and/or modeled for decades 
Only a small number of SPEs (<10) in each solar cycle have sufficient flux of high energy protons 
(>30 MeV) to produce a significant amount of NOx directly in the stratosphere to cause a 
measurable ozone destruction.  Very high energy electrons (>1500 keV) during REP events can 
also produce NOx directly in the stratosphere, however, the frequency and intensity of these 
electrons is uncertain.  Indirect stratospheric EPP effects result when NOx is produced in the 
mesosphere and lower thermosphere and transported to the stratosphere during the late fall or 
winter.  Such EPP-produced NOx may last up to months beyond its initial production.  This EPP-
produced mesospheric and lower thermospheric NOx primarily results from auroral electrons (~1-
30 keV), medium- and high-energy electrons (~30-1500 keV), and medium energy protons (~1-30 
MeV).  The EPP-caused direct and indirect effects on the stratosphere are important in the polar 
regions during particular years, especially near solar maximum.   
This talk will attempt to provide an overview of several of the EPP-related important processes and 
their impact on the mesosphere and stratosphere.  Much progress has been made in this field in the 
past several years and it is anticipated that other workshop participants will address aspects of this 
topic in their presentations. 
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Remote sensing space weather events: the AARDDVARK network 
Mark A. Clilverd 
British Antarctic Survey (NERC), Cambridge, UK 
Craig J. Rodger 
Dept of Physics, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand 
and the AARDDVARK team 
All over the world 
The Antarctic-Arctic Radiation-belt (Dynamic) Deposition - VLF Atmospheric 
Research Konsortium (AARDDVARK) provides a network of continuous long-range 
observations of the lower-ionosphere in the polar regions. The network of sensors detect 
changes in ionisation levels from ~30-90 km altitude, globally, continuously, and with high 
time resolution, with the goal of increasing the understanding of energy coupling between 
the Earth's atmosphere, Sun, and Space. We use the upper atmosphere as a gigantic 
energetic particle detector to observe and understand changing energy deposition from 
space weather events; this Science area impacts our knowledge of space weather processes, 
global atmospheric change, communications, and navigation. The joint NZ-UK Antarctic-
Arctic Radiation-belt (Dynamic) Deposition - VLF Atmospheric Research Konsortia
(AARDDVARK) is a new extension of a well-establish experimental technique, allowing 
long-range probing of ionisation changes at comparatively low altitudes. Most other 
instruments which can probe the same altitudes are limited to essentially overhead 
measurements. At this stage AARDDVARK is essentially unique, as similar systems are 
only deployed at a regional level. The AARDDVARK network has contributed to the 
scientific understanding of a growing list of space weather science topics including  SPEs, 
the descent of NOx into the middle atmosphere, EMIC, substorms, plasmaspheric hiss, 
CME’s, microbursts. Future additions to the network will increase the science potential and 
provide global coverage of space weather event signatures. 
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2 Energetic Particle Sources and Fluxes
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Characteristics and predictability of auroral electron and ion 
precipitation
Patrick T. Newell, K. Liou, and T. Sotirelis
The Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD 20723, USA
   The predictability of auroral power and distribution from solar wind data, and from 
geomagnetic indices (mainly Kp) is discussed, and some new formulas with improved 
accuracy discussed.  About 61% of auroral power can be predicted with an optimized choice 
of solar wind functions, while less than half can be predicted from Kp alone.
Global images and composite views of auroral energy deposition into the ionosphere come 
from UV imagers (such as on Polar) and from low-altitude polar orbiting satellites, such as 
the DMSP series.  The advantages and disadvantages of each technique are briefly reviewed.  
Then a series of contrasts in the behavior of particle precipitation are drawn.  These are (1)  
Ion versus electron precipitation; (2)  Diffuse auroral precipitation versus discrete auroral 
precipitation; (3)  Dayside versus nightside precipitation; (4)  Sunlit versus darkness; and (5)  
Geomagnetically active times versus quiet  times.  For example, ion precipitation is supplies 
approximately 20% of the precipitating energy to the ionosphere, declining during times of 
increasing geomagnetic activity.  The relative importance of diffuse versus discrete aurora is 
still not adequately investigated, but (despite occasional guesses to the contrary) the two 
appear to be roughly comparable in precipitating energy input to the atmosphere.
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Observations of energetic particle preciptation and effects on the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere 
J. Stadsnes, C. Sætre, H. Nesse Tyssøy, N. Østgaard, M. Sørbø 
Department of Physics and Technology, University of Bergen, Allegaten 55,  5007 Bergen, Norway 
C. A. Barth, D. N. Baker 
Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of  Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, USA 
S.M. Bailey 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,  Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, 
Virginia, USA    
G. A. Germany 
Center for Space Plasma and Aeronomic Research, University of Alabama in Huntsville, Huntsville, Alabama, USA  
C. J. Mertens 
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia , USA  
D. S. Evans
NOAA Space Environment Center, Boulder, Colorado, USA 
R. R. Vondrak 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, USA  
S. M. Petrinec 
Lockheed Martin Advanced Technology Center, Palo Alto, California, USA 
In the last years we have performed studies of the effects of energetic particle precipitation on the 
upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere. In this presentation we will focus on the impact of the 
particle precipitation on the NO density and on the temperature.  
We did a direct comparison of the energetic electron precipitation and the NO abundance at heights 
between 96 km and 150 km during a geomagnetic storm on 2 May 1998. Instantaneous maps of the  
electron energy are derived from X-ray bremsstrahlung measurements by the Polar Ionospheric X-ray 
Imaging Experiment (PIXIE) on the Polar spacecraft. Measurements of the NO density are performed 
by the Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE) on the dayside by measuring airglow spectral features of 
the NO ?-band. Since a significant part of the electron precipitation takes place during the night, and 
considering the long lifetime of NO, we have accumulated the X-ray data in geographical boxes. This 
enables us to follow the development of the total electron energy deposition over a specific area during 
the night and morning hours. In agreement with theoretical predictions we find an increase in NO 
density at higher latitudes due to the electron precipitation. At 106 km altitude, which is found to be 
the average altitude of the peak of both the NO density and the energy deposition from precipitating 
electrons, about 83 % of the NO density is produced by the electron precipitation. At this altitude we 
find that the electron precipitation results in the production of about 8 NO molecules per keV 
deposited energy. 
In another study we did a comparison of the electron energy deposition derived from X-ray 
bremsstrahlung measurements and derived from a photochemical model for NOx using SNOE 
observations of  NO density. The comparisons  are made for the beginning of five geomagnetic 
storms. The results show that we have a generally good understandig of the physics and chemistry of 
the energy transfer from electron precipitation in the lower thermosphere.      
A statistical evaluation of the upper mesospheric and lower thermospheric temperature effects 
caused by energetic particle precipitation has been performed based on data from the TIMED and 
NOAA satellites. By combining particle measurements from the Medium Energy Proton and 
Electron Detectors (MEPED) on board the NOAA satellites, crude maps of the global particle 
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precipitation can be obtained close in time to the TIMED/SABER (Sounding of the Atmosphere 
using Broadband Emission Radiometry) temperature retrieval.  
Using large data sets, sorted by season, local time and latitude, we investigate if there are 
significant temperature effects in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere (80 – 120 km) 
associated with the energetic particle precipitation. During winter we find a temperature increase 
related to particle precipitation at heights above 100 km. In the summer we only find a clear 
increase at 115 and 120 km. In general, we do not find an immediate temperature modification 
below 100 km associated with increased particle flux. In the temperatures retrieved during periods 
of sustained enhanced Kp indices, we find a small enhancement in the upper mesosphere. We 
interpret this increase as an accumulated heating effect associated with increased particle 
precipitation.  
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Precipitation and total power consumption in the ionosphere:
Global MHD simulation results compared with Polar and SNOE
observations
M. Palmroth
Finnish Meteorological Institute, Earth Observation, Helsinki, Finland
We compare the ionospheric electron precipitation morphology and power from a global MHD
simulation (GUMICS-4) with direct measurements of auroral energy ﬂux during a pair of sub-
storms on March 28–29, 1998. The electron precipitation power is computed directly from global
images of auroral light observed by the Polar satellite ultraviolet imager (UVI). Independent of the
Polar UVI measurements, the electron precipitation energy is determined from SNOE satellite ob-
servations on the thermospheric nitric oxide (NO) density. We ﬁnd that the GUMICS-4 simulation
reproduces the spatial variation of the global aurora rather reliably in the sense that the onset of the
substorm is shown in GUMICS-4 simulation as enhanced precipitation in the right location at the
right time. The total integrated precipitation power in the GUMICS-4 simulation is in quantitative
agreement with the observations during quiet times, i.e., before the two substorm intensiﬁcations.
We ﬁnd that during active times the GUMICS-4 integrated precipitation is a factor of 5 lower than
the observations indicate. However, we also ﬁnd factor of 2–3 differences in the precipitation
power among the three different UVI processing methods tested here. The ﬁndings of this paper
are used to complete an earlier objective, in which the total ionospheric power deposition in the
simulation is forecasted from a mathematical expression, which is a function of solar wind density,
velocity and magnetic ﬁeld. We ﬁnd that during this event, the correlation coefﬁcient between the
outcome of the forecasting expression and the simulation results is 0.83. During the event, the
simulation result on the total ionospheric power deposition agrees with observations (correlation
coefﬁcient 0.8) and the AE index (0.85).
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Modelling the impact of a relativistic electron precipitation event 
on the stratosphere 
Mark A. Clilverd 
British Antarctic Survey (NERC), Cambridge, UK 
Annika Seppälä 
FMI, Helsinki, Finland & BAS, Cambridge, UK 
Craig J. Rodger 
Dept of Physics, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand 
Esa Turunen 
SGO, University of Oulu, Sodankylä, Finland 
We use the Sodankylä Ion Chemistry model to determine the flux and spectra of a relativistic 
electron precipitation (REP) event observed in the GOMOS NO2 data during February 2004. We 
discuss the solar wind and magnetospheric conditions that lead up to the precipitation event. We 
also compare the atmospheric impact of the REP event with that of the solar proton events of 
October/November 2003, and with the descent of thermospheric NOX in January 2004. Ultimately 
the combined NOX descent caused spring-time ozone destruction in the stratophere. How the NOX
was generated, and in what proportions, will be summarised in light of these new results. 
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Influence of energetic particle precipitation on ionization of the 
middle atmosphere and its impact on climate
M. Calisto(1), E. Rozanov(1,2), T. Peter(1)
 Institute for Atmospheric and Climate Science ETH, Zurich, Switzerland;
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The energetic particles entering the atmosphere are able to affect the composition of the 
middle  atmosphere,  ozone  and  climate.  Energetic  particles  initiate  ionization  in  the 
atmosphere followed by the NOy and HOx production, which has a big impact on ozone 
chemistry in the stratosphere with further implications for the climate. There are three 
main sources of energetic particles that enter the atmosphere: solar proton events (SPE), 
galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and energetic electrons precipitation (EEP). While we aim on 
the study of all sources and their role in the ozone layer evolution during the satellite era 
this paper is devoted to the study of the GCR effects. The known Heaps parameterization 
has been introduced to our 3-D chemistry-climate model SOCOL to describe the source 
of NOy and HOx. We have carried out 1-year long ensemble run to simulate the influence 
of the GCR on the atmosphere. The changes of the main chemical constituents (i.e. NOy, 
HOx and  O3),  temperature  and  dynamics  caused  by  the  GCR  and  their  statistical 
significance will be shown and discussed.
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Impact of solar and magnetospheric particles on the entire at-
mosphere - a view on global ionization with ARTOS
Jan Maik Wissing, May-Britt Kallenrode
University of Osnabrück, Barbarastraße 7, 49076 Osnabrück, Germany
Jens Kieser, Hauke Schmidt
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Bundesstrasse 53, 20146 Hamburg, Germany
Energetic particles give rise to ionization in the atmosphere. This effects chemical processes
and inﬂuences the production of HOx und NOy. Because the origin, strength and composition
of energetic particles differ, the effect on the entire atmosphere leads to a complex spacial and
temporal pattern.
ARTOS consists of two main elements, the Atmospheric Ionization Module OSnabrueck
(AIMOS) and the general climate model Hamburg Model of the Neutral and Ionized Atmosphere
(HAMMONIA).
The ionization module is based on GEANT4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) and uses satellite data
from NOAA. It accounts for some additional conditions like time sector, the geomagnetic structure
and the movement of the main precipitation areas with increased gemagnetic activity. The concern
was to describe ionisation from 20 km up to 250 km, including all main precipitating particle
species (protons, electrons and α s).
We to verify our model, show results in particular of the october event 2003 and compare it with
other ionization models.
The effect of this ionization distribution is calculated by HAMMONIA and shows concentration
changes of NOx, HOx and ozon on short scale as well as long term changes in concentration and
temperature will be skteched.
In addition we will outline possible long term calculations using the kp-index instead of actual
satellite measurement data.
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3 Lower Thermosphere and Ionosphere
27
Three-dimensional modelling of the transport of Aurorally pro-
duced Nitric Oxide
Alan Aylward, Alison Dobbin, Matthew Harris
Atmospheric Physics Laboratory, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, UK
The chemistry of nitric oxide in the earth’s upper atmosphere is important for a number of reasons.
It is an important coolant for the thermosphere, especially after periods of substorm heating. It
is easily ionised and so is important for the formation and control of the lower E- and D-regions.
If it can be produced in, or transported to, low enough in the atmosphere, it can be important in
the destruction of ozone. In recent years the importance of the ozone destruction mechanism has
come to be recognized. However, for this to be signiﬁcant at mid-latitudes probably requires auro-
rally produced ozone to be transported downwards and equatorwards for considerable distances.
Simple one-dimensional models of NO production are incapable of fully exploring the signiﬁ-
cance of this mechanism, and there have been few fully three-dimensional models which have
been applied to this. CMAT2 – the Coupled Middle Atmosphere and Thermosphere model from
University College London is a 3-D global circulation model of the stratosphere, mesosphere and
thermosphere which contains all the necessary nitric oxide chemistry and dynamics to study the
transport of NO from the auroral zones and a number of studies have been carried out for different
conditions and different inputs over the last couple of years. We will present a summary of these
studies and consider their importance for the ozone layer, and the cooling and chemistry of the
thermosphere.
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Effects of the geomagnetic storms of various types in the lower
ionosphere
A. V. Shirochkov, L.N. Makarova and S.N. Sokolov
Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, Saint-Petersburg, Russia
Recent progress in exploration of the geomagnetic storms allows one to distinguish two main
types of the geomagnetic storms: CME-driven and CIR- driven events. They differ primarily by
the different driving processes originated on the Sun: coronal mass ejection (CME) or corotat-
ing interaction regions (CIR). Consequently ionospheric effects (abnormal ionization in the lower
ionosphere) produced by these two types of the storms are proclaimed to be different. The CME-
driven storms must be characterized by presence of the solar energetic particles (primarily pro-
tons) while CIR-driven storms - by enhanced ﬂuxes of relativistic electrons. Careful examination
of the latest intensive geomagnetic storms reveals that most of them represent a combination of
the abovementioned two types of events with almost simultaneous appearance of ﬂuxes of both
solar energetic protons and relativistic electrons in the EarthÕs magnetosphere. Values of the rates
of ionization produced by these two types of charged particles in the lower ionosphere are more
or less identical. Therefore ionospheric effects of this combined type of the storms could not be
attributed to the only one sort of the particles. However there is a tendency to analyze geoeffective-
ness of the solar proton events (SPE) and geomagnetic storms separately. In reality the problem
becomes to be more complicated and one must know how the SPE and the geomagnetic storms
are interrelated to each other. Some aspects of this interrelation are considered in this report.
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DICE - A three dimensional Monte Carlo model of coupled pro-
ton, photon and electron transport in the atmosphere.
Philip J. Stobbart, Alan D. Aylward
Atmospheric Physics Laboratory, University College London, Gower Street, London, UK
DICE, a three dimensional multi-stream Monte Carlo model of proton, photon and electron trans-
port for any atmosphere has been produced at University College London (UCL). This allows
indepth studies of the transport of coupled hydrogen-proton-electron transport in aurorae as well
as that of photoelectrons. Results from the model have been parameterised and included in the
Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Plasmasphere (CTIP) General Circulation Model (GCM) at
UCL (Millward et al. (1996)), allowing global plots of ion production in speciﬁc proton events to
be modelled using input from the OVATION (Newell et al. (2002)) auroral oval model.
The model has also been used to create Doppler shift proﬁles of the Hβ spectral line. This is in
order to investigate the sensitivity of the proﬁle shape to proton ﬂux properties such as pitch angle
and energy distribution.
The overarching aim of the model is to investigate how changes in both the thermosphere and
particle ﬂuxes alter the effects of particle transport such as heating, ionisation rates and chemical
rates. The changes in particle ﬂux can take the form of type, number, energy and direction of
particles. Changes in the thermosphere can include compositional changes and expansion and
contraction of pressure levels due to heating.
Future development will consider the effect of photoelectrons created by high energy electron
brehmstrallung radiation as well as those from radiation created through excitations of ambient
particles and the excitation of hydrogen through the charge exchange process in proton aurorae.
References
Millward, G. H., Moffett, R.J., Quegan, S. and Fuller-Rowell, T.J. A Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere-
Plasmasphere Model. Solar Terrestrial Energy Program: Handbook of Ionospheric models (STEP) pp.
217-238, 1996
Newell, P.T., Sotirelis, T., Ruohoniemi, J.M., Carbary, J.F., Liou, K., Skura, J.P., Meng, C.-I., Deehr,
C., Wilkinson, D. and Rich, F.J. OVATION: Oval variation, assessment, tracking, intensity, and online
nowcasting, Annales Geophysicae, 20, pp. 1039-1047, 2002
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A Monte Carlo Particle Transport Framework Model.
Philip J. Stobbart, Alan D. Aylward
Atmospheric Physics Laboratory, University College London, Gower Street, London, UK
A Monte Carlo modelling technique has been used in conjunction with semi-empirical atomic and
molecular data to produce an extensible kinetic transport and collision physics framework model
for application to any atmosphere. The model has been applied to atmospheres generated by sev-
eral General Circulation Models (GCMs) representing those of Earth, Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus.
The model represents the transport of electrons, EUV photons and protons in these atmospheres.
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A Multi-scale Comparative Model of the Aurora.
Philip J. Stobbart, Alan D. Aylward
Atmospheric Physics Laboratory, University College London, Gower Street, London, UK
Using a Monte Carlo model of auroral particle transport, we have been able to model a number
of auroral effects. These include ion production rates due to the transport of high energy particles
for use in General Circulation Models (GCM). The model has also been used to replicate the Hβ
Doppler shift proﬁle, complimenting observations carried out by UCL.
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Incorporating Auroral Variability in GCMs of Planetary Atmo-
spheres.
Philip J. Stobbart, Alan D. Aylward
Atmospheric Physics Laboratory, University College London, Gower Street, London, UK
The aurorae are the second greatest source of energy and ion production in planetary atmospheres
after solar EUV radiation. As our database of observations of the Earth and other planets in-
creases, it will become necessary to include auroral variability in models of those atmospheres.
This poster will take a look at how this can be achieved for models of various planets given our
current understanding of the sources of their aurorae.
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The Mg / Mg+ system during the solar particle events in Octo-
ber / November 2003
Holger Winkler, Miriam Sinnhuber, John P. Burrows, Justus Notholt
Institute of Environmental Physics, University of Bremen, Germany
Marco Scharringhausen
German Aerospace Center, Institute for Aerospace Systems, Bremen, Germany
Jan Maik Wissing, May-Britt Kallenrode
Department of Physics, University of Osnabrück, Germany
The abundance of magnesium species in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region
is controlled by the inﬂux of cosmic dust, transport processes, and both neutral as well as ion
chemical reactions. During major polar cap absorption events, disturbances of the atmospheric ion
composition as well as the subsequent perturbations of the neutral chemistry affect the magnesium
chemistry in the MLT region.
For the event in October / November 2003, measurements made by the SCIMACHY instrument
show pronounced short-term impacts on Mg and Mg+, strongest for the mesospheric Mg+. During
the particle event, the concentrations of both Mg and Mg+ increase. This can either be attributed
to enhanced inﬂux of cosmic matter or to a release from reservoir species. While the effects are
strongest in the polar regions, the Mg and Mg+ concentrations are globally affected.
As the responses of magnesium species to a particle event depends in a complex way on the initial
disturbances, they provide a test for the understanding of solar particle’s atmospheric impacts and
the magnesium (ion) chemistry as well. A combined atmospheric transport, chemistry, and basic
ion chemistry model has been developed to simulate the effects of charged particle precipitation
using global ionisation proﬁles for protons and electrons. In the middle atmosphere the model
consists of the two-dimensional THIN AIR dynamical code and SLIMCAT version. The latter has
been extended to higher altitudes and is there coupled to MSIS. Currently, the model only accounts
for vertical molecular diffusion in the heterosphere. While the model is able to reproduce some
general aspects of the Mg and Mg+ response, it fails to do with others, especially outside the polar
regions, and at higher altitudes which is probably due to transport processes not considered yet.
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4 Mesosphere and Stratosphere
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Energetic electron precipitation effects on the polar winter
stratosphere as observed by MIPAS/Envisat
B. Funke, M. López-Puertas, M. García-Comas
Instituto de Astrofísica de Andalucía, CSIC, Apartado Postal 3004, E-18080 Granada, Spain
G.P. Stiller, T. von Clarmann, N. Glatthor, M. Höpfner
Institute for Meteorology and Climate Research, Forschungszentrum / University of Karlsruhe,
P.O. Box 3640, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany
Energetic electron precipitation (EEP) is known to cause increases of odd nitrogen in the meso-
sphere and thermosphere. NOx produced by EEP descends to the stratosphere during polar winter,
where it can participate in catalytic ozone destruction. Due to its pronounced solar cycle variations,
EEP-generated NOx could have important implications on the long term evolution of stratospheric
ozone and hence, could be of importance for the evaluation of ozone recovery. While production
mechanisms of EEP-NOx and dynamical processes affecting its downward transport are qualita-
tively well understood, uncertainties remain, however, with respect to the quantitative assessment
of these processes.
The MIPAS spectrometer on board ENVISAT, launched in 2002, observes NOx (NO and NO2),
together with other NOy species and dynamical tracers such as CO and CH4, with global coverage
and independent on solar illumination which makes it an ideal instrument for studying EEP effects
on stratospheric chemistry.
We present a quantitative assessment of EEP-induced NOx deposition into the stratosphere from
MIPAS data during the 2002-2004 polar winters. Dynamical processes responsible for the ob-
served inter-annual variations of stratospheric NOx depositions are analyzed in detail from the
spatial NOx and tracer distributions.
Apart of EEP-induced NOx intrusions, MIPAS also observes enhancements of N2O which are
most likely produced during episodes of EEP by the reaction of NO2 and atomic nitrogen, both of
which species are enhanced during episodes of EEP. Contrary to NOx production, N2O generation
by this mechanism is restricted to altitudes below approximately 70 km since, above, NO2 is un-
availabe due to the presence of atomic oxygen. We discuss the possibility to employ the observed
N2O enhancements in order to estimate the fraction of local EEP production of odd nitrogen in the
lower mesosphere relative to that caused by descent from the upper mesosphere and thermosphere.
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N2O and CO changes in the polar stratosphere/mesosphere
during the October-November 2003 solar proton events as ob-
served by MIPAS
M. López-Puertas, B. Funke and M. García-Comas
Instituto de Astrofísica de Andalucía, CSIC, Apartado Postal 3004, E-18080 Granada, Spain
N. Glatthor, G.P. Stiller and T. von Clarmann
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, University of Karlsruhe, Institute for Meteorology and Climate Research, P.O. Box
3640, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany
K. Semeniuk and J. C. McConnell
Department of Earth and Space Science and Engineering, York University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
MIPAS observations have shown that abundances of many species (including O3, NO, NO2,
HNO3, N2O5, ClONO2, ClO and HOCl) were altered in the polar stratosphere and mesosphere
after the strong solar proton events (SPEs) that occurred in late October early November 2003. In
this talk we will focus on two recently investigated species whose concentrations have also been
found to be changed, N2O and CO.
N2O concentrations were significantly enhanced in the upper stratosphere/lower mesosphere polar
regions after these events. Simulations performed using the Canadian Middle Atmospheric Model
(CMAM) show that such enhancements are most likely produced by the reaction of N(4S) with
NO2, both of which species are largely enhanced just after the solar proton events in the polar
night.
MIPAS measurements also suggests that CO was significantly perturbed (decreased) by the SPEs.
As CO is mainly affected by dynamics (both by advection and subsidence) it is difficult to assess if
chemical alterations were also present. In particular we have speculated that it could be removed
by reaction with enhanced OH. We present an analysis of the CO fields measured by MIPAS and
investigate the origin of the changes.
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Response of the upper mesosphere on solar proton events after radar 
observations at high, middle and low latitudes 
Werner Singer, Peter Hoffmann, Ralph Latteck 
Leibniz Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Kuehlungsborn, Germany 
Raymond G.  Roble 
High Altitude Observatory, National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado, USA 
Paulo P. Batista 
Instituto Nacional de Pesuisas Espaciais, Sao Jose dos Campos SP, Brazil 
The mesospheric response on severe solar activity storms with strongly enhanced proton fluxes and 
X/M-class X-ray flares in the period July 2000 to December 2006 has been studied in detail using 
meteor radar and MF radar observations at latitudes between 69°N and 22°S. Neutral air 
temperatures at mesopause heights are decreased or increased by 5-10 K during these events 
compared to undisturbed conditions. At the same time a lowering or increasing of the peak altitude 
of the meteor layer by about 500 m to 1000 m is observed. The change of the peak altitude of the 
meteor layer results from the burn off of the meteoroids at lower/higher heights due to 
reduced/enhanced air density. The height change is well correlated with the observed 
decrease/increase of the mesopause temperature. Particular attention is devoted to the events in 
October 2005, January 2005, and December 2006 in respect to changes of the background wind 
field. The observations are discussed in relation to model results obtained for the events under 
study. 
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Energetic particle precipitation signatures in meteorological
surface temperature observations?
A. Seppälä
Earth Observation, Finnish Meteorological Institute, Helsinki, Finland
C. E. Randall, V. L. Harvey, D. Wheeler
Laboratory of Atmospheric and Space Physics/Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science, University of Col-
orado, Boulder, USA
M. A. Clilverd
Physical Sciences Division, British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, UK
Recent model studies have suggested that the Odd Nitrogen, NOx, created by Energetic Particle
Precipitation (EPP) and the consequent ozone loss through catalytic loss cycles could have an ef-
fect on stratospheric and tropospheric (e.g. surface level) temperatures. According to the model
studies, these effects could potentially be comparable to the effects induced by the solar cycle at
high latitudes. Signiﬁcant mesospheric and stratospheric NOx enhancements have been observed
during times of high solar activity (e.g. during Solar Proton Events). NOx can also be transported
from high altitudes (mesosphere-lower thermosphere), where it’s created by energetic particle pre-
cipitation (protons and electrons), down to the stratosphere. Once in the stratosphere, the catalytic
ozone loss cycles involving NOx are important to the general stratospheric ozone balance.
Using meteorological datasets of the global sea-level temperatures from the European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) and the UK Met Ofﬁce, we select observational data
from years with high geomagnetic activity (i.e. enhanced EPP into the atmosphere) and compare
to those with low geomagnetic activity (i.e. low EPP). The resulting surface temperature patterns
indicate an agreement with model results investigating EPP effects on climate. The possible effects
of volcanic eruptions, as well as the solar cycle, the El Nino-Southern Oscillation and the North
Atlantic Oscillation, on the observations are also considered.
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Modelling impacts of solar proton events: Standard parametri-
sations vs ion chemistry model
Holger Winkler, Shahin Kazeminejad, Miriam Sinnhuber, Justus Notholt
Institute of Environmental Physics, University of Bremen, Germany
May-Britt Kallenrode
Department of Physics, University of Osnabrück, Germany
For the purpose of atmospheric modelling, there are basically two ways of translating the effects
of precipitating ionising particles on the neutral chemistry. Either basic parametrisations can be
used which relate the local ionisation rates to production rates for the most important neutral
radicals, or the ion chemical reactions in interplay with neutrals can be simulated in detail. In order
to compare both approaches, two-dimensional atmospheric transport and chemistry simulations,
using the THIN AIR + SLIMCAT model, have been performed for some major solar proton events
(SPEs). The applied ionisation proﬁles originate from Monte Carlo simulations using the GEANT-
4 code. In one case, the production rates of NOx and HOx are based on the values of Porter et al.
(1976), and Solomon et al. (1981), respectively. In the other case they are calculated by a basic
pseudo-steady state ion chemistry model coupled to the model’s neutral chemistry scheme. The
modelling results are compared with measurements made during the SPEs in July 2000 (HALOE),
and October / November 2003 (SCIAMACHY).
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Observed decadal scale changes of polar stratospheric ozone
– possible impact of energetic electron precipitation
Björn-Martin Sinnhuber, Miriam Sinnhuber
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Recently we have presented observational evidence for large decadal scale changes of polar strato-
spheric ozone during winter (Sinnhuber et al., 2006). Our observations are based on ozone sonde
observations at high latitudes, with additional evidence from SBUV satellite observations. The
observed decadal ozone changes are approximately in phase with the solar cycle, with mid-
stratospheric ozone about 20% lower during solar minimum than during solar maximum.
While the year-to-year variations of observed ozone are well reproduced by models driven with
temperatures and wind ﬁelds from meteorological analyses, the decadal scale changes cannot be
explained by known variations in the meteorological conditions alone. Rather, the decadal scale
ozone anomalies are correlated with the ﬂux of energetic electrons in the radiation belt, suggesting
energetic electron precipitation as a possible mechanism (Fig. 1). However, whether or not ener-
getic electrons play a role in the observed decadal ozone changes is currently still unclear; we will
discuss the available evidence.
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Figure 1: Measured and modeled December to February (DJF) mean Arctic ozone in the mid-
stratosphere at Ny-Ålesund, compared to the solar cycle and the ﬂux of energetic electrons in
the outer radiation belt. (a) DJF mean ozone at 800K potential temperature (≈30 km altitude),
from ozone sondes (black line) and model calculations (red line). Numbers at the top of the
ﬁgure indicate the number of sondes included in each individual DJF period. Letters “W" and “E"
indicate westerly and easterly phases, respectively, of the QBO of equatorial zonal mean zonal
wind at 50 hPa. (b) Monthly mean 10.7 cm solar radio ﬂux. (c) Difference between modeled and
measured ozone shown in panel (a), together with the July to December mean ﬂux of electrons
with energies >2MeV measured by the GOES satellites at geostationary altitude (black line with
symbols). From Sinnhuber et al. (2006).
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Impact of different energies of precipitating particles on NOx
generation in the middle and upper atmosphere during geo-
magnetic storms
Esa Turunen
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Craig J. Rodger
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Energetic particle precipitation couples the solar wind to the Earth’s atmosphere and indirectly
to Earth’s climate. Ionisation and dissociation increases, due to particle precipitation, create odd
nitrogen (NOx) and odd hydrogen (HOx) in the upper atmosphere, which can affect ozone chem-
istry. The long-lived NOx can be transported downwards into the stratosphere, particularly during
the polar winter. Thus the impact of NOx is determined by both the initial ionisation production,
which are functions of the particle ﬂux and energy spectrum, as well as transport rates. In this
paper we examine the production of NOx by auroral energy electrons, solar proton events and
relativistic electron precipitation. We also discuss the evidence that the stratospheric polar vor-
tex transports the precipitation-generated NOx into the stratosphere, and how it can then effect
stratospheric winds and temperatures.
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The Atmospheric Implications of Radiation Belt Remediation 
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High altitude nuclear explosions (HANEs) and geomagnetic storms can produce large scale 
injections of relativistic particles into the inner radiation belts. It is recognised that these large 
increases in >1 MeV trapped electron fluxes can shorten the operational lifetime of low Earth 
orbiting satellites, threatening a large, valuable population. Therefore, studies are being undertaken 
to bring about practical human control of the radiation belts, termed "Radiation Belt Remediation" 
(RBR). Here we consider the upper atmospheric consequences of an RBR system operating over 
either 1 or 10 days. The RBR-forced neutral chemistry changes, leading to NOx enhancements and 
Ox depletions, are significant during the timescale of the precipitation but are generally not long-
lasting. The magnitudes, time-scales, and altitudes of these changes are no more significant than 
those observed during large solar proton events. In contrast, RBR-operation will lead to unusually 
intense HF blackouts for about the first half of the operation time, producing large scale disruptions 
to radio communication and navigation systems. While the neutral atmosphere changes are not 
particularly important, HF disruptions could be an important area for policy makers to consider, 
particularly for the remediation of natural injections. 
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3D model simulations of chemical composition and dynamical 
response of the middle atmosphere after strong SPEs of 23rd 
solar cycle 
Alexei Krivolutsky, Tatyana Vyushkova, Alexander Kuminov 
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Energetic particles (EPs): solar and galactic cosmic rays, and precipitating electrons, which 
penetrate into the atmosphere of the Earth at high latitudes, cause its ionization and transform 
chemical composition including ozone. Ozone response, which is caused by additional 
production of nitrogen and hydrogen oxides in the middle atmosphere, depends of magnitudes 
of particle fluxes and its energetic spectrum. During the deceleration in the atmosphere each 
pair of produced ions born 1.25 molecular of NO and 2.0 molecular of OH Porter et al.
(1976); Solomon and Crutzen (1981), which destroy ozone in chemical catalytic cycles. 
Increase of hydrogen compounds leads usually to short term effects in the atmosphere, and 
NOx production by energetic particles induces long-term consequences. 
This conception was used in order to investigate long-term response of ozone and other 
species to major SPE of 23rd solar cycle using 3D transport-photochemical model Krivolutsky 
et al. (2006). Daily averaged temperature and wind global fields used in simulations have 
been calculated with middle atmosphere GCM. The results of 3D simulations showed that  
major SPEs (14 July 2000; 04 November 2001; 28 October 2003) caused strong depletion in 
ozone, which penetrates to the lower latitudes due horizontal circulation. Long-term effects of 
SPEs on ozone depend on NOy production and also on the season illustrating photochemical 
nature of such kind of solar-atmospheric connection. Simulated changes in composition over 
South polar region after SPE of July 2000 differ from the response over Northern polar region 
due to mentioned photochemical mechaniisms.      
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Modelling solar induced disturbed stratospheric Chemistry in
the Arctic winter 2003/2004
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The solar storms in fall 2003 and the subsequent high auroral activity during the Arctic win-
ter 2003/2004 gave rise to extraordinary chemical disturbances in the middle atmosphere wich
had consequences for the total NOy budget and ozone at high northern latitudes in the subse-
quent spring and even further on. Covering this period with observations also during polar night
the MIPAS-ENVISAT data set includes many chemical species as ozone, members of the nitro-
gen and chlorine family, tracers of transport as CH4 and CO. This dataset represents therefore a
unique testbed for model comparisons. Here we present model simulations of this period with
the KASIMA 3D CTM where we use a SPE module to simulate in-situ produced HOx and NOx
enhancements in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere during the solar proton events. MIPAS
observations are used to overscribe NOx at the upper chemical boundary of the model in order to
include NOx enhancements from auroral activity. We study the effects of these disturbances on
stratospheric chemistry in the course of the winter, especially on ozone and NOy and compare our
results with the MIPAS observations. Modelled downward transport in the polar vortex is vali-
dated using MIPAS observation of CO and other long-lived tracers. We also analyse the effects of
NOx enhancements on N2O where recently enhancements have been found after strong SPEs and
discuss possible consequences for the use of N2O as a tracer of transport in the polar stratosphere.
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Stratospheric hydrogen peroxide (H2O2): MIPAS observations and
KASIMA model results for the episode of the October/November
2003 solar proton event
Versick, Stefan, Glatthor, N., Reddmann, T., Ruhnke, R., Stiller, G., v. Clarmann, T., Grabowski, U., Hoepfner,
M., Kellmann, S., Kiefer, M., Linden, A.
Institut fuer Meteorologie und Klimaforschung, Forschungszentrum/University of Karlsruhe, P.O. Box 3640, 76021
Karlsruhe, Germany
During the solar storm periode in October/November 2003 one of the strongest Solar Proton Events
(SPE) in the last few decades occured. During a SPE, precipitation of protons into the polar
atmosphere produces ions in the middle atmosphere which form, partly via ion-cluster-reactions, odd
hydrogen (HOx) and odd nitrogen (NOx). Increased levels of HOx and NOx leads to a depletion of
ozone in the polar stratosphere and mesosphere.
Because it is not possible to retrieve profiles for HOx with MIPAS, we concentrate on H2O2, which is
in photochemical equilibrium with HOx. We present results of our retrievals of H2O2 from MIPAS
spectral data covering the SPE in Oct./Nov. 2003 (Fig. 1). There we can see a rather strong
enhancement of H2O2 in the northern polar region. We included a SPE-module, that computes HOx-
and NOx-production from proton fluxes measured by GOES, in our CTM KASIMA and compare the
model results with the MIPAS results for H2O2 and some other important species.
Figure 1: H2O2 profiles from MIPAS retrieval before SPE (red
and black curve) and after SPE (green and blue curve)
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Long-term effects in chemical composition of the polar 
atmosphere after solar proton event of October 2003: 3D 
model runs
Tatyana Vyushkova, Alexei Krivolutsky, Alexander Kuminov
Central Aerological Observatory, Pervomayskaya Str. 3, 141700 Dolgoprudny, Moscow Region, Russia
The response of atmospheric chemical composition in polar regions after strong solar
proton event of 28th October 2003 was calculated with 3D photochemical transport
model of the middle atmosphere developed in the Laboratory of Atmospheric Chemistry
and Dynamics Krivolutsky et al. (2006). Daily averaged global temperature and wind
components ﬁelds for each day of the year obtained by GCM have been incorporatted
into photochemical model. It was assumed in simulations that ionization caused by solar
energetic particles leads to additional HOx and NOx production. The efﬁciences of such
production used in model runs corresponded to Porter et al. (1976) and Solomon and
Crutzen (1981). Satellite data of solar proton ﬂuxes in different canals of energy
measured from boards of GOES was used to calculated ionization rates using the
method suggested by Vitt and Jackman (1996). The results of simulations showed that
NOx amount accumulated in Northern polar region after SPE during polar night leads to
secondary ozone depletion after sunrise in 2004. This model effect looks similar to the
result obtained by Randall et al. (2005) found in observations. 
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The atmospheric effects of 2003 SPE simulated with chemistry-
ionosphere-climate model SOCOL 
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For the nowcasting of the neutral and ionic state of the middle atmosphere we have developed 
chemistry-ionosphere climate model SOCOL. The model consists of general circulation module 
ECHAM-4 and chemistry-transport module MEZON which includes complete description of the 
neutral and ion chemistry in the atmosphere from the ground up to 80 km. To validate the model we 
have simulated the short-term (up to 1 month) response of the composition, temperature and dynamics 
of the middle atmosphere to the intensive solar proton events occurred in October-November 2003.  We 
have carried out 2-month  long ensemble model run driven by the ionization rates provided by C. 
Jackman. The model is able to simulate theoretically predicted short-term enhancement of the odd 
hydrogen, electron and ion densities in the upper stratosphere/mesosphere and the long-term  increase 
of the odd nitrogen reaching middle stratosphere and subsequent ozone depletion.  The comparison of 
the simulated changes with available observations will be presented in the paper. We will also compare 
the results of the simulations with similar experiment carried out with the model where the full 
description of the ion chemistry is substituted by a simple parameterization of the hydrogen and 
nitrogen oxides source due to SPE.      
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The influence of precipitating solar and magnetospheric parti-
cles on the entire atmosphere - Simulations with HAMMONIA
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When energetic particles of solar and magnetospheric origin enter the Earth’s atmosphere they
can lead to ionization, dissociation, dissociative ionization and excitation of molecules and atoms.
These processes result in further changes of the chemical composition, which in turn cause changes
of the atmospheric energy budget and dynamics. So far, numerical studies of the influence of pre-
cipitating energetic particles on atmospheric chemistry have been concentrating on effects of solar
protons in the stratosphere and mesosphere. It is still unclear how important the production of
nitrogen oxide by magnetospheric electrons in the lower thermosphere and its possible downward
transport in the polar night is for the chemical budget of the middle atmosphere.
To study the influence of precipitating solar and magnetospheric particles on the entire atmosphere
during the solar storm in late October 2003 we use the general circulation and chemistry model
HAMMONIA (Hamburg Model of the Neutral and Ionized Atmosphere) [Schmidt et al., 2006].
The model treats atmospheric dynamics, radiation and chemistry interactively for the height range
from the Earth’s surface to the thermosphere (approximately 250 km). In addition to 153 chemical
reactions associated with 49 neutral species an E-region ion chemistry module has been developed
and implemented with 29 reactions involving the five positive ions O+, O+
2
,N+, N
+
2
, NO+, and
electrons. Ionization, dissociation and excitation by precipitating energetic particles, photons in
the extreme ultra-violet spectral range from 0.05 - 121 nm, and by photoelectrons are considered.
Rates for ion pair production caused by precipitating solar and magnetospheric protons and elec-
trons are provided by AIMOS (Atmospheric Ionization Module Osnabrück).
Our model computations point out the substantial impact of precipitating energetic particles on
the polar middle and upper atmosphere. Simulations show significant enhancements in the lower
thermospheric, mesospheric, and upper stratospheric NOx content during the particle event that
happened 28-31 October 2003. The NOx increase causes ozone depletion and subsequently a
temperature response. Our results show that both the southern and northern mesospheric NOx
content is elevated over several weeks after the event, while in the stratosphere long term effects
appear only in the northern hemisphere. Further, our model results indicate a relatively week in-
fluence of precipitating electrons during the particle event where protons dominate. During quiet
times, however, electrons play the major role in NOx production in the polar middle and upper
atmosphere. This illustrates that neglecting electrons in studies of precipitating particles may lead
to a significant error in the assessment of chemical background conditions.
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Simulations of electron precipitation in the Whole Atmosphere 
Community Climate Model 
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In recent years, measurements from many different satellites have shown that energetic particle 
precipitation (EPP) can have substantial effects on the atmosphere. It is now well known that EPP 
induces changes in the middle atmosphere through the production of odd nitrogen and odd 
hydrogen. These constituents can directly impact atmospheric temperatures, and can also lead to 
the destruction of ozone. Changes in ozone can also lead to changes in temperature and, possibly, 
circulation. Our goal is to simulate these processes with the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR) Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM). Although the 
atmospheric effects of EPP are clear, less well known is the relative importance of particles with 
different energies, and the classes of particles that are most “geo-effective”. For instance, satellite 
observations provide evidence for the descent of EPP-produced odd nitrogen through the 
mesosphere and into the stratosphere, but the altitude of origin is often uncertain because of the 
lack of nighttime measurements in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere. This talk 
focuses on recent progress in simulating the effects of different particle energies in WACCM. We 
will discuss a new implementation of EPP in the model that includes electron energies ranging 
from 1 keV up through 1 MeV, covering precipitation into the lower thermosphere and 
mesosphere. Model simulations will be compared to satellite observations, and discussion will 
focus on both the direct effects and indirect effects on atmospheric composition and temperature as 
odd nitrogen descends through the middle atmosphere.  
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Parametrizations of the effects of energetic particles
in the atmospheric chemistry general circulation model
ECHAM5/MESSy1
A. J. G. Baumgaertner, Ch. Brühl, P. Jöckel
Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, Dept. of Atmospheric Chemistry, Postfach 30 60, 55020 Mainz, Germany
As part of an effort to investigate solar effects on recent climate, several processes that parametrize
the effects of energetic particle precipitation (EPP) have been incorporated into the atmospheric
chemistry general circulation model ECHAM5/MESSy1. The parametrizations act as sources of
NOx and HOx in the middle and upper atmosphere, which are important trace gases for catalytic
ozone destruction. Solar variability leads to variations in particle energy and ﬂux, therefore under-
standing the effects of the different types of EPP is essential for modelling solar variability effects
on the atmosphere. Here we will describe the implementations and model results concerning solar
proton events as well as the effects of the downward transport of NOx produced via particle pre-
cipitation in the polar thermosphere, called the EPP indirect effect. Solar proton events (SPE) are
parametrized using particle ﬂux measurements from the IMP and GOES satellite series which are
available since 1963. For the EPP indirect effect we present a simple parametrization for global
models with a top layer around the mesopause region. The additional NOx source parametriza-
tion is based on a measure of geomagnetic activity, the Ap index, as has been suggested in the
past. Because this index has been measured since 1932, the parametrization is suitable for model
simulations spanning many decades. It is therefore possible to quantify interannual variability
on timescales even longer than satellite measurements of NOx enhancements due to the EPP. We
have evaluated the parametrization using the modular earth submodel system ECHAM5/MESSy1.
Initial results focussing on the assumptions and shortcomings of the methods will be presented.
Finally, the relative importance of SPEs and the EPP indirect effect in terms of ozone loss as seen
in the employed model is discussed.
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The Carrington event of 1 September 1859 is the most significant solar proton event (SPE) of the 
last 450 year, identified through impulsive nitrate events in polar ice. The >30 MeV solar proton 
fluence determined from the ice cores indicate it was twice as large as the next largest event of 
1985, and roughly four times larger than the solar proton fluence of the largest event from the 
"spacecraft era" in August 1972. The solar proton event was associated with the 1–2 September 
1859 magnetic storm that is the most intense in recorded history.  
The impact of the Carrington event solar protons upon the Earth's atmosphere has recently been 
considered. For example, Thomas et al. (2007) concluded that the atmospheric impact of the 
Carrington event would have been considerably larger than the most energetic flare in the satellite 
monitoring era (19 October 1989). All such studies require both an integral fluence of protons, 
which can be provided by nitrate-levels in ice core records, and an energy spectra for the solar 
proton event. Previous studies into the impact of the Carrington event solar protons have made use 
of spectra recorded during the very large SPE which occurred in September-October 1989. For 
example, Thomas et al. made use of the spectra for the very energetic and spectrally hard 19 
October 1989 SPE, scaling the fluxes to produce the reported Carrington >30 MeV fluences. Limits 
of the Carrington event spectrum are provided by measurements of the cosmogenic isotope 10Be, 
also found in polar ice cores. Analysis of the 10Be concentrations suggest that the spectral hardness 
of the Carrington event was considerably softer than those of September-October 1989 SPE (Beer 
et al., 1990); any increase in 10Be associated with the Carrington event was found to be less than 
the 9% standard deviation of the annual data.  
Recently, it has been suggested that the Carrington event may have had an energy spectrum very 
similar to those measured for the August 1972 or March 1991 SPE (Smart et al., 2006). These 
authors also constructed an intensity-time profile of the solar particle flux. In this study we make 
use of the new findings as to the nature of the Carrington event, adopting both the Smart et al. 
(2006) intensity-time profile for the >30 MeV solar proton flux, and the softer energy spectra 
required to reproduce the cosmogenic isotope concentrations. We estimate the impact of the 
Carrington event to the neutral atmosphere and the ionosphere. 
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The effects of hard spectra Solar Proton Events on the middle
atmosphere
A. Seppälä, P. T. Verronen
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On January 20, 2005, the giant sunspot 720 produced a powerful X-class solar ﬂare. From this
ﬂare began an extraordinary solar proton storm: the ﬂux with the highest energies was of the
same order as in the well known October 1989 SPE, whilst the lower energy ﬂuxes remained at
moderate levels, making this event the hardest and most energetic proton event of Cycle 23. The
high energy protons ionize the polar atmosphere and following ion chemistry leads to increased
production of odd nitrogen, NOx, and odd hydrogen, HOx, which, in turn, participate in catalytic,
ozone destroying reaction cycles.
We have used the SIC model and VLF subionospheric propagation observations and modelling to
study the conditions in the Northern and Southern polar atmospheres during the January events.
The SIC model was used to predict the response of the NOx and HOx constituents to the high
proton ﬂuxes, and the subsequent effect on ozone. SIC also produces the ionospheric D-region
electron densities which are further used as an input to a VLF subionospheric propagation model-
ing for comparison with experimental observations. We will present these results from the January
2005 solar proton storms, contrasting the effects of different levels of proton spectral hardness.
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Upper stratospheric/mesospheric HNO3 enhancements in the
polar winters 2002 to 2004 as observed by MIPAS
G.P. Stiller, T. von Clarmann, N. Glatthor, M. Höpfner, T. Reddmann, H. Fischer
Institute for Meteorology and Climate Research, Forschungszentrum / University of Karlsruhe, P.O. Box 3640, 76021
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HNO3 was found to be built up in the upper stratosphere during polar winter after SPE-induced
local production of NOx or downward transport of EEP-produced NOx from the mesosphere/lower
thermosphere (Stiller et al., 2005; Orsolini et al., 2005; Funke et al., 2005). Transformation of
N2O5 into HNO3 by water ion clusters and possibly stratospheric sulfate aerosol according to de
Zafra and Smyshlyaev (2001) was found to be a plausible mechanism for the HNO3 build-up.
With the IMK-IAA MIPAS scientific data processor, we have produced an improved consistent
data set of HNO3 and other trace species for the high-resolution period of MIPAS (July 2002 to
March 2004) which, in particular, provides much better sensitivity in the upper stratosphere and
mesosphere, and have found HNO3 enhancements up to the lower mesosphere in all polar winters.
We will discuss the HNO3 enhancements in terms of their interplay with relevant other species like
NOx and N2O5, the dynamical situation in the Northern and Southern vortices, and the temporal
evolution, and compare with model results of the KASIMA CTM.
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Response of the Middle Atmosphere’s Chemical Composition
due to Solar Particle Events
S. Kazeminjad, M. Sinnhuber, H. Winkler, J. Notholt
Institute of Environmental Physics, University of Bremen, P.O. Box 33 04 40, Bremen, Germany
The chemical composition of the middle atmosphere can be strongly influenced by Solar Particle
Events e.g. Solar Proton Events. These events are well known sources of NOx (N, NO, NO2) and
HOx (H, OH, HO2), which both contribute to ozone loss in the middle atmosphere. The processes
of NOx, HOx production and the resulting O3 loss is quite well investigated and appears to be well
understood. However, recent measurements of the partitioning of NOy and chlorine activation
during the October 2003 event (e.g. by the MIPAS/ENVISAT instrument) show that also other
constituents – NOy and chlorine species – are affected by these events. These are not equally well
investigated and understood. Our study investigates the impact of charged particles on the middle
atmosphere using the long time series data from 1991 - 2005 of the HALOE instrument onboard
the UARS spacecraft. First results show a significant decrease of the chlorine reservoir HCl,
indicating an increase of reactive chlorine during the SPE in July 2000. This HCl decrease can
only partly be explained by known chemical reactions. However, the observed chlorine activation
must contribute to the ozone loss during the event.
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NOy production and partitioning during the October / November
2003 Solar Proton Event
M. Sinnhuber, N. Wieters, and H. Winkler
Institute of Environmental Physics, University of Bremen , Otto-Hahn Allee 1, 28350 Bremen, Germany
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Large eruptions on the surface of the sun can lead to sporadic events of increased high-energy
particle fluxes into the Earth's atmosphere known as solar proton events (SPEs). SPEs are well-
known sources of radical nitrogen (NOx) and hydrogen (HOx) in the polar regions of the middle
atmosphere. NOx and HOx production during the events and the resulting ozone loss have been
investigated in some detail in the past. They can be reproduced by chemical models parameterising
the ionisation effects fairly well, and are therefore considered to be well understood (e.g., Jackman
et al., (2005)).
In recent years, a number of satellite instruments have been launched that have the potential to
measure a number of other parameters related to solar proton events apart from NOx and ozone.
Significant increases of HNO3 and N2O5 as well as changes in chlorine species have been observed
by MIPAS / ENVISAT during the October / November 2003 SPE (see, e.g., Lopez-Puertas et al,
(2005); von Clarmann et al, (2005)).
We use a three-dimensional chemistry- and transport model of the middle atmosphere using
parameterisations of NOx, HOx and Ox increase due to ionisation as well as an off-line ion
chemistry module to investigate whether the observed changes of NOy and chlorine species can be
reproduced equally well. We find that while the observed NOx increase and ozone loss during the
event can be reproduced by the parameterisation fairly well, the observed increases in HNO3 and
N2O5, and especially the partitioning between these, can not be explained with this approach. A
number of ion-chemistry reactions are known which redistribute N2O5 into HNO3, and we show
that inclusion of these into the model chemistry during the particle event lead to a much better
representation of the observed NOy partitioning. We conclude that while the long-term impact of
SPEs is well represented by parameterising the NOy production, the short-term changes are more
complex, and detailed ion-chemistry models are necessary to study those.
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Observations and modelling of mesospheric HNO3 increase
during the October 2003 solar proton event
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Particle precipitation into the atmosphere affects the neutral chemistry of the mesosphere and
stratosphere in the polar cap regions. Ionisation caused by protons and electrons leads to produc-
tion of odd nitrogen (NOx = N + NO + NO2) and odd hydrogen (HOx = H + OH + HO2) species,
which can then cause ozone depletion through catalytic chemical reactions.
HOx production involves a complex scheme of ionic reactions which convert water vapour into hy-
droxyl and atomic hydrogen, see e.g. Solomon et al. (1981). This process goes through formation
of water cluster ions and their subsequent recombination with electrons. In the lower mesosphere
and stratosphere, however, water cluster ions are more likely to recombine with negative ions than
with electrons. This leads ﬁrst to production of HNO3 which can then be photodissociated to yield
OH. Increase of odd hydrogen was only recently observed by the MLS/Aura instrument during
the January 2005 solar proton event, see Verronen et al. (2006) and Verronen et al. (2007).
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Figure 1: Comparison of HNO3 observations and modelling.
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Figure 2: Model results: production rates of HNO3 by different processes.
We present observations made with the MIPAS/Envisat instrument in the northern polar region
at the time of the October 2003 solar proton event, previously discussed by López-Puertas et al.
(2005). MIPAS observations show increases in HNO3 by over 2 ppbv at altitudes 35–55 km after
the onset of the event. Comparison with the results from the Sodankylä Ion and Neutral Chemistry
model indicate generally a good agreement with the MIPAS observations, see Fig.1. According
to the model results, HNO3 production at altitudes above 30 km is almost entirely due to ion-
ion recombination between NO−3 and H
+ cluster ions, see Fig. 2. At 30 km and below, there is
contribution also from N2O5 reacting with ions as well from OH reacting with NO2.
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The May 2005 solar proton event and potential connections to
a mesospheric planetary wave event
A. J. G. Baumgaertner
Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, Dept. of Atmospheric Chemistry, Postfach 30 60, 55020 Mainz, Germany
A. J. McDonald
Dept of Physics and Astronomy, University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch 8020, New Zealand.
Solar proton events can produce NOx and HOx and thus potentially lead to catalytic ozone de-
struction in the middle atmosphere. Due to the radiative properties of ozone, local effects on
temperature and dynamics are possible. In mid-May 2005 a medium sized solar proton event
(SPE) occurred and caused the production of HOx in the southern polar mesosphere. This is con-
ﬁrmed using OH measurements of the MLS (Microwave Limb Sounder) instrument on board the
Aura satellite. At the same time, medium frequency spaced antenna (MFSA) radars in Antarctica
at Scott Base and Davis recorded a very large planetary wave with a period of two days in the
zonal and meridional wind components. Ozone and temperature measurements from Aura MLS
hint at a connection between the wave event and the SPE. Possibilities for mechanisms that could
be responsible for a strong dynamical response will be presented and discussed.
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Effects of SPEs during last solar cycle in atmospheric chemistry: analysis of
data and the results of photochemical simulations
Anna Kukoleva, Alexei Krivolutsky, Alexander Kuminov, Alexander Repnev
Central Aerological Observatory, Pervomayskaya Str. 3, 141700 Dolgoprudny, Moscow Region, Russia
Using the solar proton fluxes data in different energetic channels, as measured by GOES
satellites, the 8 SPEs occurred at different seasons during 23-rd cycle have been selected.
The ionization rates caused by these SPEs were calculated. The response of the middle
atmosphere composition was simulated by 1D photochemical model Kukoleva et al. (2006)
and the model results were analyzed. SPE induced changes of chemical constituencies
have beeb examined. According to photochemical simulations, we can conclude:
1. The largest solar protons fluxes occurred during SPEs: 14.07.2000, 28.10.2003
and 04.11.2001.
2. The maximum of column integral ions production occurred during SPEs:
14.07.2000, 28.10.2003 and 04.11.2001.
3. The largest SPEs energy fluxes occurred during SPEs:14.07.2000, 08.11.2000
and 28.10.2003.
4. The largest ozone depletion occurred during SPEs: 04.11.2001, 08.11.2000,
28.10.2003.
5. In day conditions [O 3] increase in upper stratosphere and decrease in the
mesosphere.
6. According to simulation results for SPE 16.01.2005, in polar night conditions
the reiterative [O3] reduction occurred. (Fig.1).
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5 Instruments and Methods
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V
Microwave Limbsounder Observations of OH and HO2 during Solar 
Proton Events 
H. M. Pickett and N. J. Livesey 
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Goddard Spacflight Center, Greenbelt, MD USA 
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The Aura MLS instrument measures rotational emission of HO2 and OH in both day and 
night. For the first time, Aura measured these two radicals during solar proton events.1 Data 
using the new v2.2 version of the retrieval will be shown for three solar proton events. The 
observed concentration dependence on altitude is different for the two radicals.  The observed 
morphology, but not the absolute values of concentration, agree with the TIME-GCM model. 
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Monitoring the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere with Radio
Occultation
Juha-Pekka Luntama
Finnish Meteorological Institute, Erik Palmenin aukio 1, Helsinki, Finland
Radio Occultation (RO) sounding is an observations technique where the excess phase delay of the
carrier signals transmitted by the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) satellites are used to
determine the characteristics of the medium between the transmitter and the receiver. The excess
phase delay can be transformed by inversion to a vertical proﬁle of the refractivity of the medium.
The refractivity proﬁle can furher be processed e.g. into a vertical temperature proﬁle of the neu-
tral atmosphere or to an electron density proﬁle of the ionosphere e.g. Kursinski et al. (1997). RO
sounding of the Earth’s ionosphere has been successfully performed since 1995 by several small
satellite missions like CPS/MET, CHAMP, SAC-C, GRACE, and FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC. The
most recent RO mission is the EPS GRAS providing meteorological observations for the EUMET-
SAT user community. The soundings from these missions have consolidated the promise of RO
technique in meteorology, climate monitoring and space weather observations e.g. Healy et al.
(2005,2006), Heise et al. (2002), Stolle et al. (2004), Luntama et al. (2008).
Retrieval of index of refraction proﬁles from RO sounding works very well in the upper tropo-
sphere, lower stratosphere and in the ionosphere above the E layer. However, in the heights
between the upper stratosphere and the E-layer in the ionosphere the retrievals are challenging.
In this height region the impacts from the neutral atmosphere and the ionosphere on the GNSS
signals are very similar and it is very difﬁcult to isolate one from the other. Research to improve
the RO retrieval accuracy from this height range is ongoing. E.g. monitoring of the ionospheric E
layer based on the GNSS signal amplitude has been demonstrated with the CHAMP observations
Viehweg et al. (2007).
One powerful technique to use GNSS observations is ionospheric tomography. This approach
can combine ground based GNSS observations with RO soundings to retrieve high resolution 3D
electron density maps. First results of high resolution ionospheric tomography within the Auroral
region have recently been produced by FMI in collaboration with the University of Bath (Fig. 1)
Luntama et al. (2007). If the vertical resolution of the electron density maps can be improved by
using RO soundings, this technique holds potential for near real time monitoring of the impacts of
the particle precipitation in the ionosphere.
The next generation GNSS satellites will include three observation frequencies. This will po-
tentially allow more precise correction of the ionospheric error in the sounding of the middle
atmosphere. Naturally the accuratcy of the ionospheric information will be improved at the same
time. When these advances are combined with an increased number of LEO satellites with RO
instruments, dense networks of ground based GNSS observations, and E-layer observations with
ground based HF/VHF instruments, the potential for monitoring the small scale features in the
ionosphere and in the middle atmosphere increases signiﬁcantly.
This presentation shows how spaceborne and ground based RO observations can be used to mon-
itor ionosphere and the neutral atmosphere. The presentation will address the potential of iono-
spheric tomography to observe ionospheric changes and discuss the challenges in the middle and
upper atmosphere monitoring. Finally, the presentation will address the improved RO sounding
capability in the near future when the three frequency GNSS transmissions and an increased num-
ber of RO receivers in LEO are available.
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Figure 1: High resolution electron density map over the Scandinavian region retrieved with the
MIDAS algorithm from ground based GNSS observations on 15 December 2006 at 02:00. The
unit of the colorbar in the ﬁgure is [1011el/m3].
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Survey of enhanced transient ionization regions in the 
mesosphere -  results of an automated event detection procedure 
on perturbed subionospheric narrow band VLF signals
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Powerful signals of navigation VLF transmitters, propagating long distances along the
surface in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide (EIWG) have been widely applied as effective 
tools for monitoring transient ionisation at mesospheric altitudes. Recorded amplitude
and/or phase perturbations in stable frequency signals with different timescales may refer 
to effect of enhanced ionization in the EIWG, due to e.g. loss-cone precipitation of trapped
energetic electrons, Carpenter et al. (1984), Dowden and Adams (1990), burst of solar
plasma particles Clilverd et al., (2001), or intense cloud-to-ionosphere discharges Mika et 
al., (2005). Although the contribution of precipitating particles are thought to be
substantial in different energy flow processes in the upper atmosphere Rodger et al,
(2005), regular and global monitoring of enhanced ionization using VLF technique is still
missing. Narrow band VLF measuring network has been set up, developed and operated in 
Hungary, running in the last decade almost conituously, dedicated to monitor ionization
enhancements in the mesosphere. This system is based on Omnipal and Ultra-MSK
equipment setup, logging amplitude and phase data of received signals, sampled at
frequencies of selected VLF transmitters. Experimental reprocessing of the mass archived 
recordings was started with the aid of our newly developed signal processing code,
detecting and classifying different sort of perturbations automatically. Occurrence rates
and reliable statistics of mesospheric ionization enhancements, their geographic
distribution within the surveyed range and time period is yielded by this analysis after the 
successful testing phase of the procedure.
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MIPAS observations relevant to upper atmospheric processes
involving high energetic particles
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A. Linden and H. Fischer
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B. Funke and M. López-Puertas
Instituto de Astrofísica de Andalucía (CSIC), Apartado Postal 3004, E-18080 Granada, Spain
MIPAS is a limb emission Fourier transform spectrometer operated onboard the Envisat satellite. It
has been designed for measurement of trace species in the atmosphere. Its operation time covered
the 2003 Halloween solar proton events, episodes of enhanced auroral activity, and events of rapid
subsidence of mesospheric and thermospheric air into the stratosphere. During these episodes,
besides temperature, the following species were measured with MIPAS and analyzed with the
IMK-IAA MIPAS data processing facility: Ozone, water vapour, N2O, the NOx species NO and
NO2, the nitrogen reservoirs HNO3, N2O5, HNO4 and ClONO2; further the chlorine species ClO
and HOCl were measured, of which the latter is also an indicator for perturbed HOx chemistry,
as well as CO and CH4, which both are useful tracers of subsidence of polar air. Recently also
progress in the retrieval of H2O2 has been made.
In this talk an overview over the available MIPAS data will be given, important methodical issues
with respect to the quantitative comparison of MIPAS data and models will be discussed, and
related scientific issues will be summarized.
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Estimating electron precipitation flux with auroral cameras
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Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) has made systematic auroral imaging in Lapland since late
1950’s. First observations were made with black and white film cameras which were replaced with
color film cameras in 1973. In 1996 FMI purchased digital cameras which mainly have been used
for auroral morphology studies similarly as the old film cameras. Since 2004 the digital data have
been intensity calibrated which enables more quantitative analysis of auroras at visual wavelengths
(557.7, 427.8 and 630.0 nm). First attempts to estimate auroral electron precipitation fluxes have
been conducted with the digital cameras and it has appeared that in favourable conditions optical
data can yield consistent results with satellite precipitation data. On the other hand the studies
have shown that the performance of the system is not ideal for energy flux studies as its dynamic
range is limited and the noise level is relatively high (due to image intensifier). It also appeared
that the system has relatively poor sensitivity for blue auroras (427.8 nm).
Recently FMI and Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory of Oulu University bought two new all-sky
imagers with low-noise emCCD-techology and 14 bit dynamic range (Fig. 1). In addition to the
main visual wavelengths the system is capable of measuring the background luminosity for each
color separately. Thus blue auroras can be used more efficiently in the future studies of auroral
precipitation energetics. In the presentation we will show data from the first test runs of the new
cameras and discuss the challenges and opportunities in the usage of optical data for precipitation
flux studies.
Figure 1: The new emCCD camera (KeoSentry) has been purchased from KeoScientic Ltd. em-
CCD does signal intensiﬁcation already inside the CCD-chip and thus the read-out noise does not
get ampliﬁed like in systems with external image intensiﬁers. Photo courtesy of Jyrki Mattanen.
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GOMOS measurements in 2002-2007
Erkki Kyrölä and The GOMOS Team
Finnish Meteorological Institute, P.O. Box, Helsinki, Finland
GOMOS (Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars) is a stellar occultation instrument
onboard the ESA’s ENVISAT satellite (see Bertaux et al (2004) and Kyrölä et al (2004)). The
starting altitude is 130 km and the ﬁrst few measurements are used to determine the star’s undis-
turbed spectrum (the reference spectrum). The integration time is 0.5 sec., which gives the altitude
sampling resolution 0.5-1.6 km depending on the altitude and the azimuth angle of the measure-
ment with respect to the orbital plane. The GOMOS instrument has a large scanning mirror con-
trolled by a star tracker. Light is forwarded through a slit to the two holographic gratings and to
two fast photometers. The spectrally resolved light is recorded by CCD detectors.
The spectral ranges are 250-690 nm, 750-776 nm, and 916-956 nm, which enable retrieval of
vertical proﬁles of O3, NO2, NO3, H2O, O2. In addition aerosols and temperature are retrieved.
Atmospherically valid data are obtained in 15-100 km. The two photometers work at blue and red
wavelengths at a frequency of 1 kHz. Photometer data are used to make the scintillation correction
for the spectrometer data. From the photometer data it is also possible to retrieve high resolution
(resolution of 200 m) temperature proﬁles in the range of 15-40 km using the spatial separation of
rays by chromatic refraction.
The comprehensive validation of ozone proﬁles against ground-based and balloon-borne instru-
ments has shown that in dark limb the GOMOS proﬁle data agree very well with the correlative
data: between 14 and 64 km altitude their differences show only a small (2.5-7.5 %) insigniﬁcant
negative bias with a standard deviation of 11-16% (19-63 km). The measurements in the meso-
sphere and lower thermosphere have been compared with MIPAS/ENVISAT and SABER/TIMER
measurements.
GOMOS measurements have been used to map the global distribution of ozone in the stratosphere,
mesosphere and in the lower thermosphere Kyrölä et al (2006). GOMOS results have been used
to investigate the consequences of the solar proton events in the middle atmosphere, see Seppälä
(2007) and Verronen (2006).
While a fairly good understanding of ozone in the stratosphere exists, the ozone distribution in
the mesosphere and lower thermosphere is still inadequately known. The diurnal variation is
very large and most measurements so far have taken place during daytime. Nightime measure-
ments have been provided by CIRRIS-1A, CRISTA, and MAS on Space Shuttle missions, MLS
on UARS and the current MIPAS on Envisat and SABER on TIMED. GOMOS measurements
in the mesosphere and thermosphere are very simple absorption measurements and can therefore
provide unique data and new insights to the nighttime distribution of ozone in this region.
Fig. 1 shows that the number density is characterized by a strong maximum region around 90
km. The distribution of the maximum density along the latitudes behaves as a function of time
as a seesaw. The maximum concentrations occur in the polar areas during the local wintertime.
During fall and spring the maximum areas extend toward the equator and in April and October the
distribution is relatively even at all latitudes. Around the equator there is a bulge in the latitude-
altitude plane. The seasonal variation at all non-polar latitudes shows a semiannual cycle with
maxima in April and October.
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Below the maximum layer there is a very deep minimum layer around 80 km, which can be seen
in both the number density and the mixing ratio. Deepest values are 4 107 cm−3 for the number
density and 0.13 ppm for the mixing ratio and they are found in January at the equator. In addition
to the clear minimum, a tertiary ozone peak around 72 km in the polar areas during wintertime.
The third ozone maximum has been shown to be vulnerable to solar proton events.
Figure 1: Ozone in the mesosphere.
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